Brought thus within our sight, gems are seen to have many of the attributes of sculpture, and it is not always necessary to think of them apart from it. Animal subjects appeared in the eighth century, when Greek art was still geometric in character, and were reinforced in the seventh by monstrous heraldic cohorts from the East; then, through the archaic period and onwards, the animal style followed the main stream of tendency toward naturalism, until under Rome it became eclectic. When a gem-cutter needed a subject to carve on colored quartz and make an instrument whereby a man might seal his word, he --or his client-had the current artistic types to choose from, and often the choice fell on an animal subject. The plates of Furtwangler's Antike Gemmen, which everyone ought to look through at least once in his life, show about what the frequency was.
ting of coin dies are twin arts which by their minuscule nature have escaped into the modern world in some measure. But by their very smallness they do not readily yield up their wealth, which must be wrested from them by one device or another. Not all observers have the eyesight, and few the opportunity, to hold a great series in the hand one by one and to besiege each gem with a magnifying glass. But if relief impressions of them are photographically enlarged, then he who runs may read. Through recent accessions displayed with such aids, it has become possible for the Museum visitor to see, among other things, the Greek animal style unfold itself in glyptic art, and so to understand afresh its character.
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The visitor may well be so made that when he sees a living thing-be it lion, horse, goat, hare, dog, pig, or swallow-his whole heart goes out to it. Well he knows that the furry and feathered tribes of antiquity went their way as now, with their immortal graces and absurdities, each more endearing than the last. And Greek artists, who belonged to the race of Hesiod and Aristotle, observed each creature with shrewd, recording gaze. What patterns they saw, to dazzle the mind, the gems will show as well as any form of art. As for humor in the Greek animal style, the visitor must be his own guide, no one can smile for him. He will keep in mind that the Greeks did not really bend their powers to portraiture until after the city states had waned; that the bones wrapped in fat, the precarious gestures of infancy, did not soon engage their genius. So that he will not expect, in the earlier centuries, many excursions into the particular or quick responses to the fatuous. When at length the portrait impulse seeks out the infantilism of animal nature, the results are endearing, or a little pawky, or both, according to the observer's mind.
Lions are everywhere in the story, from first to last; only a few from the great number can be illustrated here. On a pale green steatite, one of these is attacking his prey, a man who has fallen and whose head is literally in the Besides the great dying bull in figure 4, there is room to illustrate one other ( fig. 8) and at the same time to explore a bypath of Greek glyptic art, the Etruscan globolo style of the fourth and early third centuries B.C., which reduced all to sticks and pellets, yet retained a measure of liveliness.
In figure 9 we see the splendor of the wild boar: his unwieldy and altogether unlikely swiftness, the tusks and great shoulders which make his charge so feared, the lesser hindquarters which render his flight so vulnerable. The gem was perhaps produced for Persian taste, like many scenes of game animals and the chase, in the fifth or fourth century B.C. The late fifth century, when the gem-cutters knew all they needed to know about representation, 
